TESTIMONIALS
Geo Earth Mapping provided GIS mapping services for the Grasslands Conservation
Council in 2014-15 for a grasslands mapping project involving 4 different regions of the
province. There was a large volume of information that required processing and maps
produced within very tight time lines. We found Geo Earth Mapping to be very
responsive to our timelines, the quality of service and product received were excellent,
and staff were professional from start to finish. All deliverables were received on time
and the project came in under the forecast budget. We will definitely use Geo Earth
Mapping for future projects requiring GIS services. If you wish to contact the Grasslands
Conservation Council of BC for further information we can be reached at
gcc@bcgrasslands.org or 250-655-4103.
Scott Benton, Executive Director of Grasslands Conservation Council of BC, Victoria, BC
Geo Earth Mapping has provided GIS analysis and cartographic services to WWAL on
over a dozen projects ranging from simple mapping exercises to more complex GIS
applications such as groundwater level contouring, watershed delineation and data
analysis. We have always found Geo Earth Mapping to be professional, timely and
knowledgeable. Geo Earth Mapping has been a key contributor to the successful
delivery of many of our projects.
Ryan Rhodes, P.Geo. Vice‐President / Hydrogeologist of Western Water Associates Ltd.
I want to thank you and your organization for allowing me to include your material in my
book, Empowering Electric and Gas Utilities with GIS. Your work is terrific. I'm always so
impressed with what you have been able to do with GIS. You and your work will continue
to promote the vision of GIS as an enabling technology for significant improvement in
nearly all facets of the utility business. GIS will play a strong role, perhaps even a pivotal
role in helping utilities meet the challenges facing them.
Bill Meehan, P.E. Director, Utility Solutions, ESRI, Redlands CA
We have used Geographic Earth Mapping services several times to provide maps for
areas covered by our Info Tel Directory Distribution. Ms Decker was not only very
accommodating but also was able to provide ideas that proved to be more viable than
what we had envisioned. Her maps provided the detail we wanted and she was able to
provide them on time after being given very short notice. Furthermore, Ms Decker
provided regular progress updates, giving me one less thing to be concerned with in
planning our distributions. I have no hesitation in recommending Geographic Earth
Mapping given Ms Decker’s technical expertise and her geographic knowledge of the
Okanagan.
Bruce Anderson, Distribution Mgr. Info Tel Multimedia, Vernon, BC
Geographic Earth Mapping provided AutoCAD drafting services on various engineering
projects at Golder Associates. Drawings were of a high quality and designed to meet our
standard formats. We found Ms. Decker to be very reliable and able to respond to
many short-notice requests.
Rick Peleshytyk, Manager of Golder Associates, Kelowna, BC

